Here you can find co-curricular opportunities for UNSW student entrepreneurship and innovation. Many of these programs have been approved by UNSW Advantage as eligible for recognition on your Australian Higher Graduation Statement (AHEGS).

Asia Entrepreneurship Program

The Asia Entrepreneurship program is a combination of developing entrepreneurial skills, incubating a real startup and cross-cultural consulting.

Working to solve big problems common to Australia and...
Aviation Student Mentor Program

Designed for the members of the Aviation Society, and specifically those enrolled in a degree under the School of Aviation, the Student Mentor Program assists first year students with transition and learning upon...

BlueSat Team
BlueSat Team

The BLUEsat Team is a collection of undergraduate students at UNSW Australia dedicated to creating easy-to-access space technology. The mission of the group is to take on practical space engineering projects and in...

ENACTUS UNSW

Enactus (formerly known as Students in Free Enterprise, or SIFE) is an international not-for-profit organisation with a global network of over 66,500 university students in 36 countries. Students collaborate with...
Engineering Industries Program

The Engineering Industries program aims to help students gain an understanding into the engineering industry in a holistic manner through engineering case studies. In the program workshops, students are given an...
Engineering World Health

This is the first Australian chapter of Engineering World Health, a dynamic global organisation serving engineering students, healthcare professionals, communities around the world and, most importantly, patients in...

Garvan Public Programs Volunteer

Garvan Public Programs Volunteer

The Garvan Institute of Medical Research is increasing their outreach and educational activities for 2018 and as such are implementing a program of public volunteerism to assist with public tours, seminars, open days...
Grand Challenges: Design for a Better World

The UNSW Grand Challenges team are looking for passionate students to join them in searching for solutions to the Grand Challenges on Climate Change, Refugees & Migrants and Inequality. If you would like to work...
Interchange

Interchange is open to all UNSW international students. It is an active learning journey designed to help you find your inner entrepreneur and develop your professional skills, including communication,...

MateriaAustralia

MateriaAustralia is a sustainable materials library. It's purpose is to serve architecture, art, design and engineering students with a accessible way of finding and understanding sustainable materials for their...
The PLuS Alliance Hack for Humanity program aims to empower students to co-design and execute an annual hackathon. Each year students will collaborate on a hackathon centered around the core themes of:

...  
REDBACK Racing Team (Formula SAE-A Car)
REDBACK Racing Team (Formula SAE-A Car)

Formula SAE, also known as Formula Student, is an engineering design competition where students from universities across the globe design, manufacture and race small open-wheeler racing cars to compete at Formula SAE...

Robogals

Robogals is a student-run organisation that aims to engage school girls in engineering from a young age, with the long-term goal of increasing female enrolment in engineering, science and technology courses at...
Skill Development Program

Don’t wait for an opportunity. Create it!
Signing up with the Skill Development Program gives you access to opportunities as Student@UNSW Volunteers, Accessibility Ambassadors and our Opinion Leaders.

...
**Sunswift Solar Racing Team**

The UNSW Solar Racing Team – Sunswift, is Australia’s top solar car team. The team designs and builds solar-powered cars to race in the biennial World Solar Challenge – a 3000km race from Darwin to Adelaide with...

**Trainee Analyst Program**

The Trainee Analyst Program plays an instrumental role in helping Investing for Charity UNSW (I4C) realise its vision - to change the public perception of the finance industry, where industry members are...
UNSW FounderLab

Working under the guidance of a technical mentor, students with computer science programming and coding ability, experience working across various real start-up projects for a 12 week period.

Responsibilities

...
UNSW Hero Program

The UNSW Hero Program (UNSW Heroes) helps prepare graduates to take on the challenges imposed by a rapidly evolving workplace by equipping them with an innovative and entrepreneurial mindset, critical thinking and...

UNSW Law Mooting Competition of Australia's First Peoples

UNSW Law is the only university in NSW with a Mooting competition conceived of by, and run for, Indigenous law students.

The Mooting Competition gives Indigenous law students, at all stages of their...
UNSW Leadership Program

The UNSW Leadership Program is a personal and professional development program open to all students to complete alongside their degree.

It consists of engaging and interactive workshops to help you develop your...
UNSW Start-Up Games

UNSW Startup Games is a 8 week skill-building program. Students are led through a series of drills, games and experiences to bring their ideas to life.

Responsibilities
Teams form, develop and validate business...

Other resources

- The Founders Program
- Michael Crouch Innovation Centre
- UNSW Computing Startup Expo
- Centre for Innovation and Entrepreneurship
- UNSW Young Entrepreneurs

Innovation 101 guide
Take your idea to market

How to find industrial training

Videos

Student facebook
Professional development